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GENERAL LENS PROPERTIES

° General purpose that provides maximum visibility
° Indoor lens, good for mechanical work, or dusk, dawn and nighttime activities

° Maximum enhancement of contrast in low light environments (i.e. warehouse)
° Blocks out 87% of blue light with unparalleled level of detail definition and color recognition
° Offers brighter view in early morning or late evening, on cloudy, foggy or hazy days
° Suitable for night shift workers, surface inspection and mechanical work

°  Transmits all colors at the same level
°  Protects eyes from excessive glare and high levels of hazardous visible light and ultraviolet  
 radiation without distorting color perception
°  Ideal for outdoors use on bright sunny days, but does not enhance target

°  General purpose safety lens / the most popular tinted lens
°  Clear UV400 lens with light gold coating for indoor and outdoor use
°  100% protection from harmful UVA and UVB rays
°  Gives true color perception
°  Commonly used where it is required to move between indoor and outdoor applications such  
 as driving a fork lift truck
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COMFORT

 ° 01 _ Wrap around lens

 ° 02 _ Adjustable temple length

 ° 03 _ Adjustable lens angle

 ° 04 _ Soft nose piece for cushion fit and  
  anti-slip comfort

 ° 05 _ Semi-rimless design for open  
  downward view with indirect  
  ventilation system for great air flow

 ° 06 _ Flexible browbar that automatically  
  adjusts to fit different forehead sizes

FUNCTION

 ° 07 _ Optical grade polycarbonate 

 ° 08 _ Anti-scratch & anti-fog coating

 ° 09 _ Browbar offers protection from flying  
  particles and dust

 ° 10 _ Metal-free design to help protect  
  eyes when working with electricity

LENSES

°  Made from purity optical grade/Polycarbonate

°  Absorbs 99.9% harmful UV light

°  Curved lens offers comfortable fit with  
 unlimited wrap around protection

°  Meets or exceeds ANSI Z87.1 standard

°  CE EN166 certificated

°  CE EN 166 N anti-fog (Clear/Tinted lens) and  
 K anti-scratch requirements

°  AS/NZS 1337.1

95215 SAFETY GLASSES (MULTI SPORT)


